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1.

INTRODUCTION

In many livestock breeding situations genetic parameters can be expressed
in terms of genetic variances and covariances, or alternatively in terms of
variance and covariance components. I consider estimation in this context using
some recent developments in variance component estimation. Obviously the design
of the experiment influences the choice of estimation procedure and there are at
least three levels of complexity. (I) Balanced designs, when an analysis of
variance (for collateral relatives) or analysis of covariance (for noncollateral
relatives) based on the mating and environmental design allows simple and
efficient estimation. (II) Balanced designs, when a partition of variance is
possible but the number of terms resulting from the partition is greater than
the number of parameters to be estimated. (Ill) Unbalanced designs, which can
occur when it is impossible to raise families of equal size.
This
classification can be further subdivided according to whether or not parents are
selected on phenotypic performance.
For (I), textbooks, such as Falconer (1960) and Kempthorne (1957), discuss
designs and analysis at length. For (II), in some cases a simple estimation
procedure analogous to weighted least squares is available. Thompson (1976a,b)
has discussed estimation and design for some common two generation mating
designs. Cornelius and Byars (1977) used the procedure to combine information
from several generations of full-sib mating. Other experiments that perhaps can
be classified under (II) include those that estimate heritability using the
regression of response on selection differential (Falconer, 1960). Hill (1971,
1972, 1980) has discussed design and analysis in this context.
In this paper I consider estimation for (III). In the past analogies with
analysis of variance for balanced designs has suggested many estimation schemes
(Searle, 1971). I describe maximum likelihood (ML) estimation and show that the
terms involved have a natural animal breeding interpretation. Problems in
implementing the theory are discussed including multivariate data, and data
from more than one generation and data subject to selection.
2.

ESTIMATION FROM UNIVARIATE UNBALANCED DATA

I will use a single two factor model to illustrate the main ideas in ML
estimation. We assume a linear model of the form for the observations

yljk = “i + Bj + eljk .

(1 )

This model is often used in sire evaluation and then yijk is the yield of the
k-th daughter of sire j (j=l,...,s) in herd-year-season i (i- 1 ....t) and
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and & represent the effects of herd-year-season i and sire j
respectively. We also assume gj and eijk are random variables normally
distributed with mean zero and variances ob 2 and o2 . If at f = o^2/4 and
a2 = ap 2 -a^ 2 / 4
where o^ 2 is the additive genetic variance and op 2
the phenotypic variance, then it is seen that (1 ) generates a model with the
phenotypic variance a2 + a^ 2 = ap 2 and the covariance between daughters of the
same bull (half-sibs) is o^2/4 •

“i

Often
are called fixed effects and because bj are random effects (1)
is said to be a mixed model. With such a model one can be interested in
efficient (i) estimation of variance components a2 and ob 2 , (ii) estimation
of the fixed effects,
, (iii) prediction of the random effects, gj . It
turns out that ML estimation of variance components gives a framework to satisfy
all three aims simultaneously.
We first set up mixed model equations (Henderson, 1973)
nio“i +

1

nijBj = Yioo

j

2 nm j“i

+ ( noj + Y

6j

= y0jo

(B ) a

where n^j is the number of daughters of sire j in herd-year-season i , o
Indicate summation over a suffix and y = oi,2 /a2 . These equations, similar to
least squares equations for fixed
and gj but with the addition of terms
were first suggested as a convenient way of^calculating weighted least
Y_1gj
g
is the Best Linear
squares estimates of “i . It was also noted
— that
--- ^4
Unbiased Predictor (Henderson, 1973) as discussed by Dempfle in this volume.
The ML estimates of ab 2 and o2 then satisfy
E -

and

Y i j k 2 ” ^“ i ^ l o o — £ B j y o j o

n °2

B = Igj2 = sab 2 - a2 I(n0j + y-l)"!

.

(5)

By contrast estimates of a 2 and Oj,2 by the popular method 3 of
Henderson (1953), derived by analysis of variance arguments, uses
E"

Yijk2 “ z“iyioo ~ £Bjy0jo “ (n-s-t+l)a2

(6 )

and
Zgjy0 j0 = (s-1 ) a2 + l(n0j - nij2 /nio7 ab2
(?)
with aj_, g. estimated by least squares i.e. solving (2,3) with Y- 1 = 0 .
E in both (4) and (6 ) is a sum of squares of residuals. B is a sum of squares
of predicted values. Equations (4)-(7) can all be thought of equating quadratic
forms to their expectation. In (4,5) it is assumed
is known and in (6,7)
account is taken of the fact that
and gj are estimated.
These differences led Patterson and Thompson (1971) to argue that only
contrasts with zero expectation should be used to estimate the variance
component. Maximizing this modified likelihood gives Restricted Maximum
Likelihood (REML) estimates (Harvllle, 1977). The resulting estimating
equations can be thought of as equating E and B (from (4) and (5)) to their
expectation taking account that
is an estimate of
t.e .
E = (n-t)

°2

,

B = sa2 - I varp(gj-gj) '

(8 )

where varp(gj-gj) represents the variance of the prediction error (gj-gj).
Unfortunately there is no general simple formula for varp(gj-gj) . It can be
found from the coefficients C2 2 jj arising from equations that are the inverse
of (2,3) i.e.
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“i

^cllim ymoo +

s^1 2 in y°n°

®j = C2 1 jm ymoo +
-^2 2 jn yono
The two-way model (1) Illustrates the form of the ML estimating equations
and simple extensions hold for univariate models with more than one fixed effect
or more than two sets of random effects. Essentially, equations similar to
(2,3) are set up for all effects and sums of squares of predictors and residuals
are equated to expectation. (Patterson and Thompson, 1971, Harville, 1977).
In practice estimates of the variance components have to be found
iteratively because both sides of the estimating equations (4-8) are functions
of a2 and a^,2 , Schemes based on (8 ) or simple modifications (Henderson,
1973) involve only first differentials and are generally slow to converge.
Results of Dempster, Rubin and Laird (1977) indicate that speed of convergence
will be worse for small values of o^/c 2 . Schemes based on second
differentials calculated from algebraic formulae (Harville, 1977) or numerical
differentiation (Schaeffer, 1979) converge faster but require more computation.
The size of the problem that it is practical to deal with is limited by the
need to find the terms in (9) which requires the inversion of a matrix with
dimension (s+t) . Sometimes results on partitioned matrices result in a
significant reduction in computation (Thompson, 1977, Giesbrecht and Burrows,
1978). For example if t >s then we might eliminate
from (3) using (2) to
give
( " o j + y _1 ”

and

C2 2 jj

nij2 /nio>6j “ 2 (nijnik/nio>
= y0j o " 2 (n1 j/nlo)yioo
Mj
can t>e found from the inverse of this set of s equations.

(1 0 )

Henderson (1980) has recently suggested that when inversion of (10) is not
possible, that it can be rewritten as
(n0j + Y-1 _

nij /nio^6j - ^ojo - (nij/nio)yioo + X ^nijnik/nio^6 k
(H)
*
k^j
and one might approximate Bj by Bj found by putting gk = 0 and solving for
Bj in (11). He suggests estimating a 2 and ab 2 using (6 ) and equating Bj2
to its expectation, which is fairly easy to_calculate. However it should be
noted that in the sire evaluation context Bj is a contemporary comparison
(e.g. Thompson, 1979) in the sense that the right hand side of (10) is a
weighted comparison of daughters of a bull with their contemporaries in the same
herd-year-season. This method of evaluating bulls has been superseded because
no adjustment for the genetic merit of the contemporaries i.e. ( E
jnik/n^0 )Bk
k^j
is made when calculating 0. . In practice sire predictors are usually found by
iterating (11) using Bk = Bk to give a solution of (10). When estimating
variance components it might be useful to equate the sums of squares of the
second or third iterate to their expectation.
3. MULTIVARIATE DATA
Almost always with animal breeding data more than one variate is measured.
The theory of the previous section can be extended directly and in some cases
simplifications occur.
We suppose there are 2 variates and that a model, similar to (1), that can
be written as
?1 = X1?i + ZjBj + ?1
(12)
Y

2

= X2012 + Z2B2 + e2

(13)
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is appropriate when aj and 02 represent fixed effects for the two variates
and
, §2 random effects for the two variates, with var(e^) = Iai2 , var(e 2)
= I i?22 > var(§i) = I°bl2 > var(§2) = X°b22 > cov(Bi,§2) = ?°bl2 and cov(tl>§2^ =
r 12°12 • Then we can write (12) and (13) as

y=Xa + ZB+e
where

y *

yi

>

* =

l 2

a=

For known
from

»

&=

?1

q

q

?2

: ?i '

(14)

,

z =

and

e =

?2

02
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var(e) = R =

; °i
Ri2 a1 2

Rl2 a 12
I'.a2 2

var(B) = G =

I °bl2

1.

G and R
~
X R-1X

2

l
abl2
estimates of a

•

°bl2

I ab2 2
and predictors of

a

X ’R-1Z

o

=

6

can be found

X'R-1y
(15)

Z R_1X

Z'R- 1 Z+G- 1

Z'R-1y

.B .

(Henderson 1973). Equating terms analogous to (8 ) gives ML estimates bdt of
course the number of equations in (15) is twice as large as (2) and (3). Meyer,
in this volume, discusses some of the practical problems of finding estimates of
the variance parameters.
Two simplifications are worth noting. Firstly if R 12
is no residual correlation between yi and y2 then R-1
matrix. The effects a can easily be eliminated from (15)
for § (Schaeffer, Wilton and Thompson, 1978). There is a
simplification in the expectations.

= Q so that there
is a diagonal
to give equations
corresponding

Secondly, if yi and y2 represent measurements on the same animals and
the same fixed effect variance structure is appropriate for both variates
i.e.

X x = X2 ,

Z L - Z2

R 12 = I

then (15) can be written as (Thompson, 1973)
*l'?l
q
?i'?i
q

.
where

G- 1 R =

C

Xl'?l

0

?l'?l
q

q

Xi'5i

Zj ?i+Yn _1I

?i ?!

y 2 1 _1I

1 1 1 "1!

^ 1 2 -1i
zi'Zi+Yzz"1;

Si '

=

S i 'n '

?2

X i'y 2

?1

? i 'y i

?2

?r?2

(16)

Yl2 _1I

Y2 1 '1!
T2 2 _1I
We note that the linkage between
and § 1 with <*2 an<i §2 only
occurs because of the Y1 2 ""* and Y2 1 ~^ terms. If G- ^ R was a diagonal
matrix we could solve for the effects on each variate separately. Transformed
variates y^* _
+ t^2 y2 (i = 1 ,2 ) can be constructed so that G” 1 R Is
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diagonal (Thompson, 1977) . Therefore estimates of fixed effects and predictors
of random effects for y^* can be constructed using univariate calculations.
Expectations of sums of squares and products of predicted values also have a
simple form when G“1 R is diagonal. This transformation is also useful in
explaining when estimates of matrices are 'sensible' (Hill and Thompson, 1978),
in giving simple formulae for the effect of errors of estimation on the
efficiency of selection indices (Hayes and Hill, 1980), and in 'bending'
selection indices (Hayes and Hill, 1981).
4.

DATA ON TWO OR MORE GENERATIONS

Models (2) and (14) are appropriate for data in one generation but data
often is collected from more than one generation.
Thompson (1977) discussed ML
estimation for this type of data.
One case extensively discussed was
unbalanced data when each sire is mated to several dams and measurements are
available on parents and offspring.
Again ML estimation is a fairly
straightforward modification of the methods in the previous sections.
In this
case the method allows correct weighting of families in using the
parent-offspring regression information and also uses information from sib
covariances.
When there is data on two or more generations then the genetic covariances
between animals in different generations are needed.
For example if the model
is y = Xa+ §+ e where var (§) = G represents the genetic variance matix of
y and var(e) = R the environmental variance of y then ML estimation
requires solution of (15) (with Z=I). If G includes only additive genetic
variance then there is a convenient and instructive way of generating G
(Thompson 1977).
Suppose there are discrete generations with
animals in
the i-th generation.
Then ?t
N t+ 1 XNt matrix > can be defined to
indicate the contribution of genes from generation t to generation t+1. Zt
can be subdivided into 4 matrices indicating the passage of genes from females
and males in generation t to males and females in generation t+1 . i.e.
zt
ztff
ztfm
ztmf

z*
“t-nnn

indicate contributions to
(females from females
males from females

females from males
males from males

The (i,j) element of Z^ff is zero except when the female i in the
generation (t+1 ) is the daughter of female j in generation t and then it is
i. If the animals are not inbred, then the additive genetic matrix can be
written as TDT' where T is a lower triangular matrix and D is a diagonal
matrix, for instance with 3 generations the additive genetic matrix is
proportional to

'I

0

0

Zi

I

0

Z2Z^

z2 ^

ij o
o
0
±1 0
0

0

’I Z {
0

|I

I

0 0

Z{Z^

z2'
I

The Inverse of G is needed in (15) and it has a particular form (Henderson,
1976) because the inverse of T has a simple form, for instance with 3
generations
T-l = I
0
0
“ ?1

l

Q

0

-Z2

I
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This suggests an alternative way of thinking about the effects B .
Because
G = TDT' we can think of B as TB* where 6 * are independent effects with
variances given by the diagonal of D • For example, for the three generations
Bf = B i* , B2 = Z1 B1 *+B2* . B3 = ?2?1 ?1 *+?2?2 *+ f?3* or ?1* " ?1» ?2* =
6 3 * = B3 -Z2 B2 .
This indicates the contribution to B3 from the terms
in the previous generation.
In sire evaluation before the simple form of G—^ was discovered sires
were grouped according to year of entry into the stud and corrections made for
the group effects.
Use of G“1 should reduce, but perhaps not eliminate, the
need for grouping.
Thompson~(1979) suggested that when G- 1 is used grouping
according to generation, i.e. according to Bj* , seems logical.
5.

SELECTION

Often, by design or accident, animals that have further records are
selected (or culled) on their phenotypic performance. Then some of the usual
methods that ignore selection give biased estimates including heritability
estimates derived from sib covariances and genetic correlations derived from
parent—offspring regressions (for example, Robertson, (1977). In some cases
(Henderson et al. 1959, C u m o w , 1961, Thompson 1973 and 1976a) ML estimating
equations still have the same form when animals are selected and can still be
interpreted as equating quadratic forms to their expectations i.e. giving what
might be called unbiased estimating equations.

A simple version of (12) and (13) explains the principle (Curnow, 1961).
We take yj to represent observations on n^ + n.2 animals with expectation v]_
and suppose n ^ animals chosen at random go on to have a second record with
mean expectation y2 • We suppose Zj = 0, Z2 = Q and choose R]_2 so that
cov(y^1 ,y2 j) = 0=bi2 if i = j and = 0 if i ^ j . Curnow shows that the log
likelihood,

£

likelihood of
72

, can be written as

- (ai2/°l^) R12' yi > or

+ f-2 . 1 where

regression of

y2

on

R12* yi

^2 . 1

£\

ls the

T® th® l°g
lo 8

likelihood of

second records given the first.

shows that the mean and variance of

variance of

^1

y 3 , thefirst records, and

y ^ gives information on

gives information on

y2 - (oi2 /ax2) R1 2 ' yi

032/^1

gives information on

This partition
oj

and

C| 2

,

and the mean and

y2 “ (al2/°l2)l1l and

_ oi2 2 /oi2 .
However if animals that have a second record are chosen on the basis of
their first record then we can still write the log likelihood as
+ £2 .1
(Henderson et al., 1959). Hence the same estimating equations and iterative
schemes can be used, although it is probably more appropriate to evaluate the
second differentials conditional on the selected values of yj (Curnow, 1961,
Thompson 1976a). A similar argument can be used when animals chosen as parents
are selected on their own performance and has been used by Curnow (1961) (for
parent-offspring data) and Thompson (1973 and 1976a) (for multivariate parent
offspring data and multivariate hierarchical structures). In all these cases
REML estimating equations are unbiased.
An interesting question is if such a result holds in general, say for (12)
and (13) when animals that have records
are selected on yj . Now if any
fixed effect can be estimated from both £ 3 and -£2 . 1 then the difference
between the two estimates gives information on the variance parameters and we
let £]■ be the log likelihood of all such differences. Then REML uses the
022
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error contrasts from
and from X2.l and also
. We now look at
these contributions in turn. It is fairly obvious that the error contrasts in
1 «ive rlse t 0 “"biased estimating equations.
Expectations are taken over
renet
i M nnc
ui
r-fnon v.
_______
n
repetitions
yi cgiven
Xj . Aa similar
result
holds for ^ 2 . 1 with
repetitions of y2 given ylf X1( X2> Zj, Z2 and R 1 2 . fhe log likelihood
T is sometimes null, for instance In tfie cases discussed above, and then REML
gives unbiased estimating equations. If £x is not null then there are two
situations to consider. One is when X2 depends on the y, , for instance if
animals are allocated to feeding levels in the second lactation on the basis of
their first lactation yields. It seems difficult to specify selection rules in
this situation and so I at least cannot, say if Lj, gives unblase4 estimating
equations. However, if X2 and Rj 2 are independent of y, , then £r
provides unbiased estimating equations. This condition is Satisfied by the
LX = 0 scheme of Henderson (1975) which can be thought of as selection within
subclasses.
These methods are appropriate when selection is on traits included in the
model, but it can happen that the selection rules are not known.
It is
sometimes possible to argue that selection is on a trait correlated with the
variates analysed (Robertson, 1966).
Meyer, in this volume, considers this
situation and evaluates the bias in analysis of variance and REML estimators for
a two lactation model.
In particular she shows that the REML estimators have
zero bias when the selection variate is uncorrelated with the yields in the two
lactations and, more interestingly, when the partial correlation of the culling
variate with the second lactation yield given the first lactation yield is zero.
Henderson (1975) has discussed best linear unbiased prediction in a similar
situation and it might be thought that his results are applicable when we wish
to estimate variance parameters.
This may be sp but I find his approach
confusing (Thompson 1979).
The method depends on the construction of variates
L y to indicate the selection process and the construction of L is difficult
(Freeman, 1979).
SUMMARY
Estimation of genetic variance and covariance components by Maximum
Likelihood (ML) methods is discussed.
Simple models are used to illustrate the
principles.
Problems associated with multivariate data, data from more than
one generation, and data subject to selection are considered.

RESUMEN
En este trabajo se discute la estimation de componentes de varianza y
covarianza genSticos por el m£todo de maxima verosimilitud, se utilizan modelos
simples para ilustrar los principios.
Se trata con los problemas asociados con
datos multivariados, datos de mSs de una generacifin y datos sujetos a seleccifin.
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